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Abstract

We have developed the automated processing algorithms for 2-dimensional (2-D) electrophore-
tograms of genomic DNA based on RLGS (Restriction Landmark Genomic Scanning) method,
which scans the restriction enzyme recognition sites as the landmark and maps them onto a 2-D
electrophoresis gel. Our powerful processing algorithms realize the automated spot recognition
from RLGS electrophoretograms and the automated comparison of a huge number of such images.
In the final stage of the automated processing, a master spot pattern, on which all the spots in
the RLGS images are mapped at once, can be obtained. The spot pattern variations which seemed
to be specific to the pathogenic DNA molecular changes can be easily detected by simply looking
over the master spot pattern. When we applied our algorithms to the analysis of 33 RLGS images
derived from human colon tissues, we successfully detected several colon tumor specific spot pattern
changes.

1 Introduction

The complete sequence of human genomic DNA is predicted to be solved by early in the next cen-
tury. In the next stage of the human genome project, main research topics should shift from DNA
sequence itself to (i) the identification of all of the 105 genes and their functions, and (ii) the regulation
mechanism of genetic network.

Sometimes, the unknown function of a new gene can be identified from the genotype-phenotype
correlation revealed by some sort of gene disruption and overexpression experiments. However, in
practice, it is prohibited to apply such experiments to human individuals, and therefore it is very
difficult to approach the function of human genes from such point of view. One of the most promising
way to approach human genetic function is to analyze genetic and DNA sequential information con-
cerning with diseases, such as cancer or genetic diseases, which seemed to be caused by specific DNA
molecular changes. Such DNA molecular changes can be identified by comparing huge number of
gathered genetic and DNA sequential information and then, by detecting common difference between
diseased and non-diseased DNA molecules.

Restriction Landmark Genomic Scanning (RLGS) method [5, 6] is one of the experimental tech-
niques by which one can detect individual DNA molecular changes, such as deletions, additions or
amplifications. By applying RLGS 2-D gel electrophoresis to a genomic DNA, restriction enzyme
recognition sites locating on the DNA can be expanded onto a 2-D electrophoresis gel as shown in
Fig. 1. In this figure, NotI, which is a DNA methylation sensitive restriction enzyme, recognition
sites on the genomic DNA extracted from colon tumor tissue are labeled with radio isotope (RI)
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Figure 1: The RLGS 2-D gel electrophoretogram of genomic DNA extracted from colon tumor tissue.

and expanded as the RLGS 2-D gel electrophoresis image (RLGS profile), according to the following
experimental procedure.

At the beginning of the experiment, the whole genomic DNA is extracted from colon tumor tissue.
The purified DNA is cleaved with NotI (8 base recognition) and then, 3’-end-labeled with radio isotope
(RI). The labeled DNA fragments are further digested by another enzyme EcoRV (6 base recognition)
and subjected to the first dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis. After the electrophoresis, the DNA
fragments are in gel digested by HinfI (5 base recognition), then separated by second dimensional
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Finally, several thousands of the landmark spots appeared on a
X-ray film after auto-radiography of the dried gel.

In the RLGS profile, intensity of each spot is proportional to the copy number of corresponding
restriction landmark, and the spot location reflects the relative occurrence of the recognition sites of
the used enzymes. When the RLGS spot patterns (of NotI landmarks) are different commonly between
several related RLGS profiles, it is quite possible that the DNA methylation status or copy number
is changed at or near to the important regulatory region on the DNA, because the NotI recognition
sites are frequently found at or near to the gene expression regulatory regions on genomic DNA, such
as famous CpG island [2]. As same as the DNA methylation or copy number change, landmark spots
translocate or disappear, or the new landmark spot appears when the DNA sequence changes at or
near to a restriction landmark site.

Additionally in RLGS method, any restriction enzyme can be used for the landmark enzyme
instead of NotI. Therefore with employing multiple different restriction enzymes, one can monitor
various DNA molecular changes, which cannot be detected by other techniques such as DNA-chip and
DNA-microarray [4, 9, 14, 16].

2 Previous work

As shown above, in principle, the disease specific DNA molecular changes occurring at or near to the
restriction landmark sites can be detected effectively by applying RLGS method to several diseased



and non-diseased genomic DNAs, followed by precise RLGS image processing. This information gives
some clue to the succeeding functional analyses and interaction analyses of the genes [1, 3, 6, 7].

We developed and reported the automated computer algorithms for RLGS electrophoresis image
processing [10, 11, 15]. In this section, let us explain briefly how our algorithms process disordered
RLGS profiles to extract information concerning to the DNA molecular changes occurring. In our
automated algorithms, we consider a RLGS profile as a featured point pattern represented by each
RLGS spot location, shape and intensity. Then, we distinguish the equivalent pair of spots from both
of two RLGS profiles by means of the point pattern matching technique.

In general, RLGS profile frequently shows several irregular features in spot shape, as can be seen
in Fig. 1. Some landmark spots have long-tailed shape, and the other spots show flat shape caused by
signal saturation, in addition to the strongly drifted un-uniform background patterns. Our previously
reported spot recognition algorithm [11] was designed to identify such spots optimally with only a few
ill-recognized spots. Additionally, it effectively recognized the ’hidden spots’ which showed no peak
at their location but could be found at the shoulder of neighboring large spots.

Besides the irregular spot shape, RLGS profiles take non-linear distortions, i.e., the whole patterns
of the RLGS profiles do not coincide even if the profiles are derived from exactly the same genomic
DNAs. Because of such irregular features, RLGS profiles cannot be compared by a simple image
overlay technique. With applying our previously reported pairwise spot pattern matching algorithm
[11] to such disordered two RLGS spot patterns, the equivalent pairs of spots in both profiles are
distinguished accurately and promptly.

It is noteworthy that our spot recognition and pairwise spot pattern matching algorithms process
RLGS profiles in fully automated manner. During the processing with our algorithms, there is no need
to do boring, annoying and time-consuming interactions with computer. In the following subsections,
the fully automated RLGS image processing algorithms are outlined.

2.1 Fully-automated spot recognition

The location of the landmark spots in a RLGS profile are detected by ’ring operator’ instead of
conventional simple peak detector and Gaussian filter, in order to avoid ill-recognition of spots which
have long tail or flat shape. Once the spot location is detected, the spot shape is modeled by Gaussian-
type function. This Gaussian modeling of shot shape realizes both of the accurate intensity estimation
and the asymmetric tailing removal.

As the next step, the hidden spots are identified. They cannot be detected by any sort of peak
detector because they show no peak at their location because of their neighboring large spots. In
our algorithm, the existence of hidden or un-recognized spots is detected on the differential image
calculated from the background normalized original RLGS profile and the virtial profile synthesized
from the above Gaussian-modeled spot shapes. Here, their shape is also modeled by Gaussian-type
functions.

In the final stage of our spot recognition algorithm, all of the Gaussian-modeling parameters are
refined so as to minimize the difference between the background normalized original RLGS profile
and the synthesized virtial profile. During this step, almost of all ill-recognized spots are removed
automatically.

2.2 Fully-automated pairwise spot pattern comparison

As described above, RLGS profiles take asymmetric distortion which is different in position by position
on each gel. In our pairwise spot pattern matching algorithm, we solved such disordered spot pattern
comparison problem as the matching problem of two structured graphs.

Here, we represent a RLGS spot pattern as a Delaunay net (DN) [13] in which each node takes
spot intensity and shape information as attributes. Accordingly, the equivalent spot pair search in
two RLGS profiles is treated as the equivalent graph-node pair search in two DNs. We solved such
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Figure 2: The equivalent RLGS landmark spots are shown overlaid on the background normalized RLGS profile
of colon normal cell. (a): the landmark spots and the RNG (relative neighborhood graph) [10, 13] constructed
from the matched spots are superimposed. The superimposed spots of tumor RLGS profile was depicted as the
diamonds, while the spots of normal RLGS profile was drawn with square. (b): (a) was partly magnified for
convenience.

graph matching problem by means of simple breadth-first graph search technique. With an initial
equivalent node pair in both reference and object DNs given, the connected nodes in the reference DN
are searched in breadth-first manner. During the reference DN search, equivalent node on the object
DN is identified. The most suitable initial equivalent node pair in both DNs is also determined by the
heuristical search technique.

With the initial equivalent node pair search and graph matching algorithms, landmark spots equiv-
alent in two RLGS profiles can be identified accurately and rapidly, without any human interaction.

Fig. 2 demonstrates how well our automated spot recognition and pairwise spot pattern matching
algorithms work. In this figure, 1066 equivalent spots were automatically identified from two RLGS
profiles , which derived from a colon tumor tissue and a colon normal tissue; 2742 spots and 1879 spots
were automatically recognized and Gaussian-modeled by our spot recognition algorithm, respectively.



3 Matching of multiple spot patterns

As described above, a RLGS profile takes great deals of information about the landmark restriction
enzyme recognition sites locating on a genomic DNA. Of course you should compare at least two
RLGS profiles and notice the difference between them to identify DNA molecular changes, such as
DNA methylation change, mutation, addition, deletion or amplification. However in principle, you
should compare more then two RLGS profiles and should extract only the common difference, in order
to distinguish the DNA molecular changes specifically occurring on genomic DNA.

For instance, when you distinguish the DNA molecular changes specifically occurring in tumor
cells, you should gather RLGS profiles derived from tumor tissue and control (normal) tissue of many
patients, then compare them to identify RLGS pattern difference between tumor and control profiles.
However, it is known that RLGS patterns do not coincide when the genomic DNAs are derived from
different individuals or different organs, i.e., the RLGS pattern differences observed are caused by
several factors. In order to separate the specific RLGS pattern difference of the tumor cell from the
ones caused by individual or organic difference, you should extract only the difference common to all
sets of tumor-control profiles.

It is very difficult, however, and sometimes impractical by hand to separate such specific RLGS
pattern difference from the huge number sets of tumor-control profiles, even if the RLGS pattern
difference of a set of tumor-control profiles is automatically detected by means of our previously
reported algorithms. To overcome the difficulties in the analysis of more than two RLGS profiles,
we introduced the idea of the ‘master spot pattern’ (MSP) of the RLGS profiles, on which all spot
information of all constituent RLGS profiles are mapped, and have developed the computer algorithm
for automated MSP generation. We describe the idea and the automated generation algorithm of
MSP in this section.

The idea of the ‘master spot pattern’ is very simple. It is a sort of imaginary spot pattern which
unifies the all spot information of multiple RLGS profiles at once. A master spot in a MSP is a
unity of all equivalent spots found on the constituent RLGS profiles. It holds the spot intensity (and
possibly the spot shape) information of the equivalent spots as attribute. Once a MSP is generated
from multiple RLGS spot patterns, spot pattern differences commonly observed among the constituent
RLGS profiles are identified simply by examining the attribute of each master spot in the MSP.

Our approach to generate master spot pattern from multiple RLGS profiles is summarized in Fig. 3.
At first, the individual RLGS spot pattern is mapped onto a reference spot pattern, with correcting
the non-linear distortion of the gels. To correct the non-linear distortion, we used the equivalent
spots detected in the preceding pairwise spot pattern matching. After all of the RLGS spot patterns
are mapped onto a reference pattern, the mapped spots are united by means of hierarchical cluster
analysis. In the following subsections, we describe both algorithms in detail.

3.1 Delaunay triangular transformation

Here, let us consider the mapping of landmark spots in RLGS profile (a) onto the reference RLGS
profile (b). RLGS profiles have asymmetric distortion which differs in position by position on each gel.
Because of such irregularity, two RLGS spot patterns cannot be overlaid even if the overall scale and
translation factors are adjusted. Accordingly, some kind of non-linear image transformation should
be applied to RLGS spot pattern (a) prior to the spot mapping.

We defined such transformation using equivalent spots found on both patterns as anchor points.
At first, a DN is constructed from the equivalent spots on the reference pattern (b). Once the DN
(b) is constructed, the DN (a) which has same topology can be uniquely defined using the equivalent
spots on the spot pattern (a). The RLGS spot pattern (a) is, then, transformed as each node in the
DN (a) should completely overlaid on the equivalent node in the reference DN (b).

Any spot inside the Delaunay triangle of DN (a) is linearly transformed into the inside of corre-
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Figure 3: The master spot pattern constructed from several RLGS spot patterns. At first, individual spot
patterns are mapped onto a reference pattern. Then, the mapped spots are unified by means of hierarchical
cluster analysis (see text). On the master spot pattern, each spot holds intensity information of the equivalent
spots in the constituent RLGS profiles. Such information gives much clues to the succeeding genetic analyses.
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Figure 4: RLGS spot pattern transformation based on Delaunay triangulation. All the spots on the RLGS
spot pattern a are transformed onto the pattern b so as to fit the Delaunay triangles constructed from the
equivalent spots.

sponding Delaunay triangle of DN (b) as shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b illustrates the spot mapping using
this transformation. In this figure, equivalent spot on the RLGS pattern (a) (depicted as filled square)
is mapped to the corresponding spot on the reference pattern (b) (also depicted as filled square),
while the spot on pattern (a) which has no equivalent spot on pattern (b) (depicted as open square)
is mapped to inside the DN (b) (depicted as open diamond).

With the non-linear transformation explained above, a huge number of RLGS spot patterns can be
mapped onto the reference spot pattern, based on the pairwise matching of each RLGS pattern and
the reference pattern. As the next step, all of the mapped spots are unified on the reference pattern
as described in the next subsection, to give a MSP.

3.2 Automated master spot pattern generation

Let us consider mapping both the RLGS spot patterns (a) and (b) onto a reference pattern (c) as
shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, two spots inside the corresponding Delaunay triangles in (a) and (b)
are mapped onto the Delaunay triangle in (c). Here both the spots have no equivalent spot on the
reference, while they are equivalent each other. In this case, it is quite possible that either of the
transformed spots does not occupy the same position on (c), because the mapping (a) to (c) and the
mapping (b) to (c) are independent. However, it is also quite possible that each spot is projected to
close position. Such indirectly equivalent spots should be unified to give a master spot in a MSP.

We realized the indirectly equivalent spot detection by means of hierarchical cluster analysis, i.e.,
the mapped spots which occupy the relatively close position on the reference pattern are considered
to be equivalent and unified as a cluster. In the hierarchical cluster analysis of the mapped spots, the
distance between two clusters is defined as the following equations:

D2
ij = Sx

ij + Sy
ij,

Sx
ij =

1
nij

∑

i,j

(x − x̄)2, Sy
ij =

1
nij

∑

i,j

(y − ȳ)2,

x̄ =
1

nij

∑

i,j

x and ȳ =
1

nij

∑

i,j

y,



where Dij is the distance between cluster i and j, while (x, y) denotes the position of a mapped spot
in the reference spot pattern coordinate. Additionally,

∑
i,j a instructs the summation of a over the all

spots contained in cluster i and j (the number of such spots is denoted as nij). During the hierarchical
clustering of mapped spots, two clusters are not unifed further when the distance between them is
larger than the threshold of τ , in order to avoid large cluster formation.

Once the master spot pattern (MSP) is generated from multiple RLGS spot patterns, further
analyses can be carried out on the MSP, because a master spot on the MSP takes information about
the corresponding spots on the constituent RLGS spot patterns. You can distinguish the specific
and statistically significant RLGS pattern difference , separating from the difference caused by the
individual or organic difference, simply by examining attributes of each master spots. Additionally,
you can also identify RLGS spot translocation which is caused by the mutation occurred at or near to
the restriction enzyme recognition sites, by finding master spots which appear or disappear together
on a MSP. Such RLGS spot translocation cannot be identified, in principle, by any analysis of matched
two RLGS spot patterns.

In the next section, we demonstrate the availability of the MSP , in the hunting of the pathogenic
DNA molecular changes.

4 RLGS pattern analysis of colon tumor tissues

In order to demonstrate how well our automated master spot pattern generation algorithm works with
a large number of RLGS profiles, and to reveal the availability for hunting pathogenic DNA molecular
change, we performed here the analysis of 33 RLGS profiles derived from human colon tissues. These
profiles were imaged using NotI as the landmark enzyme and using EcoRV and HinfI as the expansion
enzymes. Each RLGS profile was obtained from colon tumor tissue or colon normal tissue sampled
from several terminal patients of colon cancer; 15 RLGS profiles of normal tissue (normal profiles),
and 18 RLGS profiles of tumor tissue (tumor profiles), as shown in Fig. 6.

At the beginning of the analysis, spot locations and their intensities were recognized by our auto-
mated spot recognition algorithm, then we chosen a reference normal profile, on which 2561 landmark
spots were recognized successfully. After the remaining 32 RLGS spot patterns were matched to and
mapped onto the reference, the master spot pattern (MSP) was obtained by means of hierarchical
cluster analysis, as shown in Fig. 7. This MSP contained 3732 master spots, on each of which the
information about the landmark spots found on 33 RLGS profiles are mapped. We should notice here
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Figure 5: Two spots, one from RLGS pattern (a) and another from RLGS pattern (b), are mapped onto the
reference pattern (c). Here, both the spots have no equivalent spot on the pattern (c), while they are equivalent.
In this case, either of the transformed spots does not occupy the same position on the reference pattern (c).
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Figure 6: The RLGS profiles derived from the colon tissues sampled from several terminal patients of colon
cancer. (a): 15 RLGS profiles concerning to the normal colon tissue. (b): 18 RLGS profiles derived from colon
tumor tissues.

that the MSP was obtained without any human inspection except for choosing the reference.
Now let us distinguish the spot pattern difference which is specific to tumor tissue, separating

from the difference caused by the individual difference amongst the patients. When you count the
landmark spots which was mapped on each master spot, almost of all RLGS profiles should contribute
spots to the master spot commonly observed in both of normal and tumor tissues, while only a few
RLGS profiles may contribute spots to the master spot concerned with the individual difference.

When you simply count the number of the spot-contributing tumor and normal profiles separately,
the master spots which significantly appear on tumor/normal profiles but disappear on normal/tumor
profiles are easily distinguished. In Fig. 8, for instance, we depicted the spot specifically observed in
colon tumor profiles. The spot appeared on 15 of 18 colon tumor profiles, while the only one normal
profile had the corresponding spot.

The DNA molecular change which lead the above significant RLGS spot pattern difference was not
yet characterized. It is quite possible, however, that the DNA methylation status is changed at the
corresponding NotI locus, since (i) NotI is a DNA methylation sensitive restriction enzyme, (ii) methy-
lation status change of some repeat sequence has been found in tumor cells such as neuroblastoma
[8, 12]. Further experimental analyses are required to determine the specific DNA molecular change
and to elucidate the correlation of such molecular change and tumor. We are planning to specify the
loci corresponding to the significantly changed RLGS spots in colon tumor, by means of sequencing
of the DNA fragments extracted from the gel, followed by the sequence database analyses.

In the above example, we have shown only the common spot pattern difference identified between
the tumor and the normal profiles througth the quite simple analysis of the MSP. It is well-known,
however, that the same type of cancer can be caused by different sets of DNA molecular changes.
In order to detect such DNA molecular changes, the intensity profiles of the master spots should be
analyzed more precisely. As described in the above section, each master spot on a MSP holds intensity
information of the equivallent spots in all the constitutent RLGS profiles. When you plot the spot



Figure 7: The master spot pattern generated from 33 RLGS profiles of human colon tissues, including 18 tumor
tissues. 3732 master spots are drawn overlaid on the reference RLGS profile.
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Figure 8: The spot specifically observed in colon tumor. (a): the master spot which was identified to appear
frequently on tumor profile but disappear on normal profiles. (b): the landmark spots which disappeared on 14
of 15 colon normal profiles. (c): the landmark spots which appeared on 15 of 18 colon tumor profiles.



intensities of the equivallent spots in a master spot, you have the intensity profile of the master
spot, and you can detect DNA molecular changes occurring at the same time on the same genomic
DNA, with collecting master spots of which intensity profiles are strongly correlated positively or
negatively. With examinning the intensity profile correlation precisely, you can also distinguish the
several different sets of DNA molecular changes which cause the same type of tumor independently.

Yet further experimental and computational analyses are necessary, many clues to the unknown
pathogenic DNA molecular changes can be obtained, by applying our fully-automated RLGS image
processing algorithms to the analysis of huge number of RLGS profiles of diseased genomic DNAs.

5 Summary

We developed and reported previously the automated spot recognition and pairwise spot pattern
comparison algorithms, which effectively dealt with disordered RLGS profiles. In this paper, we
described the computer algorithm by which huge number of RLGS spot patterns are mapped onto a
reference pattern to generate a so-called ‘master spot pattern’ of the RLGS profiles. With a master
spot pattern, the RLGS spot pattern specifically and significantly differ between diseased and non-
diseased DNA molecules are easily distinguished from the ones caused by some individual or organic
differences.

We applied our automated master spot pattern generation algorithm to the analysis of 33 colon
tumor and colon normal profiles, in order to demonstrate its availability of our algorithm in the hunting
of pathogenic DNA molecular changes in tumor cells. As the consequence, we successfully identified
several RLGS spot pattern difference significant to the genomic DNA of tumor cells.

Our algorithms process the huge number of disordered RLGS profiles accurately but also rapidly,
without any human inspection during the analysis. They also give many clues to the succeeding
genetic or biochemical analyses which elucidate the relationship between pathogenic DNA molecular
changes and diseases.
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